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FOSTER KITTEN SETUP 

 
 
 

Kittens can be easily disoriented with any slight change, so they require extra patience from their foster 

while they adjust to a new home and learn how to “cat”. We have compiled a list to help tackle any 

troubles that may arise.  

LITTERBOX 
Kittens may need extra assistance when learning to use the litterbox. Please refer to these tips and tricks 
to avoid accidents in the home. 

• Keep foster kittens in a small space. Bigger is not always better. Closets and bathrooms are ideal 

to start out in. This will decrease stress, so they do not hide. It also helps them remember where 

their litterbox may be.  

o Make sure you “kitten-proof” the room first. (i.e., close the toilet seat, hide any exposed 

wires, etc.) 

o If you decide to eventually allow the kitten to roam between multiple rooms, consider 

putting a litterbox in each room so they never have to go very far to use the bathroom. 

• Only use the non-clumping pine litter provided as it is the safest option for kittens.   

• If they defecated outside of the litterbox, try placing it back in the box to show them where it 

should go. 

• When cleaning up accidents be sure to use the provided Rescue disinfectant spray. Sometimes 

strong odors can reinforce the urine scent mark in an area.  

• As a last resort, you can request ‘Cat Attract’ from the Foster Support Team. This is a powder 

that is to be scattered in the litterbox to encourage its use. 

 

FEEDING 
• Dry food can be left out for kittens to eat freely. Do not be alarmed if a kitten is not eating dry 

food, some kittens prefer to only eat wet food, but still offer the dry food to them. If they are 

eating wet food, drinking water, and not losing weight, they are in good health.  

• Flavors: We have several varieties of wet food. Pay attention to what your kittens likes. If you 

observe that they are not eating, please let us know as we will provide alternative flavors to try.  

• Recommended wet food feeding schedule: 

o Transitioned kittens 3-6 weeks: ½ 3.5oz can or ¼ 5.5oz can 3-4 times a day 

o Older kittens 6 weeks and above: ½ 3.5oz can or ¼ 5.5oz can 3-4 times a day 

Note: If you notice your kitten is quickly eating all the food and still seems hungry, don’t be afraid 

to give them a little more! This feeding schedule is a guideline, but every kitten is different. Pay 

attention to their needs and weight and adjust accordingly. If you’re ever unsure, reach out to us! 

• Leave water out for kittens to drink. Foster kittens should not be given cows milk (or any milk 

alternatives such as almond milk, etc.). 
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WEIGHING 
Every foster kitten should be weighed daily and recorded in a provided weight chart.  

• We encourage foster parents to weigh kittens at the same time each day.  

• Record the weight in pounds/ounces. 

• Feel free to add any related notes. (i.e., sneezing, lethargic, firm stool, etc.). Up to date weight 

charts are very important as it helps our medical team evaluate kittens if they come for a checkup. 

• Remember that feeding affects their weight. 

• Kittens must be 2 pounds to get spay/neuter surgery.  

 

BEHAVIOR 
Socializing with your foster kittens is not only essential to their development, but also helps them get 

adopted faster when they come back to the shelter. Here are some dos and don’ts when socializing your 

foster kittens:  

Do 

• Touch them constantly all over (i.e., on their ears, paws, tail, under their chin, etc.).  

• Have other people interact with them (i.e., family members, friends, neighbors) to get them use 

to different people. 

• Play with them using appropriate toys (i.e., wands, mice, balls, laser pointers, etc.).  

• Provide them a scratching post or scratching pad so they learn where they should be scratching. 

The Foster Support Team can provide one for you if needed. 

• Contact us if you have any behavior issues or concerns. We are here to help! 

Don’t 

• Use your hand to play with them. Hands are not toys and as cute as it is when they chase your 

hand, we don’t want them to develop any bad habits that could carry into adulthood.  

• Punish your foster kitten if they get into something they shouldn’t have. Kittens are babies and 

are still learning the world around them. If they scratch something they shouldn’t have, let us 

know so we can provide additional scratching posts and other resources to help you redirect the 

behavior to a more appropriate place.  


